
Seth Klein’s “A Good War” GDPL Book Club Discussion Questions 

1) Impression: what (if anything) in this book “struck” you - impressed you or annoyed you? Why? 

Read us a quote that stayed with you.  

2) How does “the enemy” differ between WW II, the COVID-19 pandemic, and climate change? 

How do these differences affect our optimism or pessimism about our future? Our willingness to 

make significant changes? 

3) The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says that we have less than a dozen years to 

control unstoppable climate change. Seth sets forth a roadmap of practical solutions. Which 

proposals would you most like to see implemented, and why? Which proposals do you feel 

would not work, and why? 

4) Seth delineates the four markers that a government is in “emergency mode:”  

1) It spends what it takes to win; 

2) It creates new economic institutions to get the job done; 

3) It shifts from voluntary and incentive-based policies to mandatory measures; and 

4) It tells the truth  

Canada did all of these for WW II and the start of the pandemic. Yet no government is yet in 

“emergency mode” for climate change. What do you think it would take to get the Canadian 

government into it? The world? 

5) In April 2020, Seth wrote the Epilogue, about Emergency Mode at the start of the pandemic. Are 

we still in pandemic “emergency mode”? Why or why not? Does this reflect on our willingness 

to work together and make sacrifices necessary in other areas, such as climate change?  

6) Seth’s parallels to WWII show that, when necessary, a government can move quickly - even 

ahead of popular opinion - to control business, consumers, and wages, and focus production on 

essentials. At that time, the vision of a better postwar future, motivated the public to sacrifice 

and work together. Do you think a “Green New Deal” of social justice improvements along with 

clean energy - for example, as envisioned in the “A Message from the Future” 2019 video 

(recommended in Seth’s book) - is sufficient motivation for Americans? For Canadians? For the 

world?  

7) Has this book inspired you to consider your personal “carbon footprint”? What changes (if any) 

do you want to make in your own life? 

Further viewing and reading 

 “A Message from the Future with Alexandria Ocasio-Cortes” 2019 video produced by the 

Intercept and Naomi Klein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9uTH0iprVQ  

 Nov 17, 2021 https://www.sethklein.ca/blog/the-climate-throne-speech-prime-minister-

trudeau-means-to-give  

 Nov 25, 2020 https://www.sethklein.ca/blog/canada-must-adopt-an-emergency-mindset-to-

climate-change  

 Interviews with Seth Klein and reviews of “A Good War”:  

https://westvanlibrary.ca/a-good-war-by-seth-klein/  
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